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From: Samantha 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:43 PM
To: Wruck, Patrick BCUC:EX; Hogg.MLA, Gordon LASS:EX; Minister, MEM MEM:EX
Cc: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX; Horgan.MLA, John LASS:EX
Subject: smart meters and the hardship to families, both financial and health

I must preface my remarks by stating that I know that you do not care one whit about the taxpayers (except as private 
ATM machines) but I must protest this . 
  
When this ill conceived programme first rolled out, I mentioned to the man coming to install meters in our complex that 
I was not in favour of these cheaply made meters rammed down our throats despite the mounds of evidence of the 
risk of microwave technology.  Indeed, that is why I do not have a microwave or cellphone, but democratic rights in 
this case of smart meters  installed without a say in my health matters have been forfeit. 
  
My meter is in an enclosed hydro room that allows me no access.   I believe that a new meter was installed at the 
time.  I know that due to mismanagement of resources bc hydro requires they must up the rates and  I have heard 
horror stories about $300.00 hydro bills escalating into $1,000.00 bills.   
  
My pension is such that I barely receive $2,000.00 per month, it would have been a tad more, but unfortunately 15% 
was taken off my HEU pension when this liberal govt rolled back our wages, et al, $300.00 + comes off for my strata 
fees which leaves me very little if nothing to live upon.  Why would you put taxpayers into this position where it is 
entirely possible I will lose my home trying to pay off your bills?   Oh yes, you don't care.  I live alone, my heat is, 
unfortunately, electric and I refuse to turn it on as it is only october.  I have always paid my bills on time and been a 
good customer so this is the thanks I get ?   You don't have to worry as you vote yourself substantial raises while we, 
the little guy are not unlke the fly whose wings are gleefully pulled off by the  corporate and govt. bullies. 
  
This problem of smart meters is a global one that sensible people who understand the dangers are fighting all over 
the world and some govts. who "get" are waiving the opt out.  If I could afford to fight this travesty of justice I would, 
but unfortunately I cannot.   
  
The site c dam is yet another ill conceived, bone headed attempt to assuage the foreign resource companies by a 
govt. whose only priority is to sell out my province.  THE most important thing on this planet will be the need for 
potable water.  Water which you are so willing to see polluted and poisoned. site c is not clean energy as it would be 
used to power dirty fossil fuel industries such as fracking and liquefied natural gas.  B.C. taxpayers will end up footing 
the bill (as usual) of at least $8 billion, at a time when BC Hydro is already deeply in debt due to bad management, 
while huge cost overruns on the Northwest Transmission Line are making headlines.  hydro, by their own reports say 
we can meet current demands through energy conservation. 
  
  
This ill conceived project will flood 45 sq. kilometers of agricultural farmland (the only prime farmland north of 
Quesnel) so what rocket scientist dreamt up this idea?  With the decimation of agricultural areas throughout the world 
due to drought, floods, oil spills, mining contamination, one would think that those in power would have enough 
smarts to realize this is a dumb idea.  It will flood 107 kilometers of valley bottoms thereby destroying important 
wetlands that support migratory birds and heaven knows, with all the impediments in their way (drought, churning 
windmills from windfarms, poisons, pesticides, destruction of habitat), it is no wonder their numbers are dropping.  
Then you have sensitive species of creatures like the grizzly bear which this govt. in their finite "wisdom" has created 
two trophy hunts per year even though they know that it is a despised hunt and grizzly bears are a "species of 
concern".  Caribou and wolverine, both sensitive species are, like the great bears, already impacted by man's callous 
treatment of wild spaces.  This dam has been denied twice because people realized the truth.  It is too costly and 
risky and this power will not be for BC'ers, this power will be for foreign owned mining, fracking and California (which 
we have already been taken to the cleaners by bad hydro management). 
  
  
disgusted, saddened and frustrated that my province is being sold off piecemeal to foreign sources.  there is no long 
term vision here only short term.  You have families no doubt.  is this dirty, fracked, polluted province one you want to 
raise your families and their families in?   
  
sandra raftery 
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